
Measurement chart

HEIGHT

SIZE

BUST

WAIST

HIPS

DRESS SIZES

SIZE

WAIST

HIPS

LADIES TROUSER SIZES

Do please carefully check your sizing against the DSI standard measurement chart since  these items are special orders and as such non returnable. 
As ever our expert team is always available to advise.

DSI Collection dancewear
Inspired by the very latest fashion trends as well as the stunning look and feel our very own dance fabrics, this year’s DSI 
London Collection wear sees two captivating colours take centre stage: our classic Black and sophisticated Burgundy – the 
height of understated elegance.

Our Collection wear makes the most of the rich, luxurious textures of high-quality crepe, satin, mesh and flock while giving 
classic Ballroom & Latin silhouettes a fresh modern twist.

Premium made-to-order
If our Collection Wear has inspired you but you want something a little more individual, consider our Premium Range service.

Using our Collection wear designs as a base template you are free to choose any colour and fabric with suitable stretch 
qualities to personalise your look. Order your closest regular dress size to create a fabulously fitted garment that reflects you 
own personal flair and style. We produce everything from our headquarters in London where we pour love and care into every 
detail.

As these garments are not stock items and are ordered on an individual basis please note that production can take between 
2-4 weeks depending on the time of year. Premium Range items are strictly non-returnable as they are individually made to 
suit your own requirements. As such, please be extra sure to take your measurements accurately from our comprehensive 
measuring chart above.

5’ 4”

EXTRA SMALL

33” (84cm)

25” (63cm)

361⁄2” (93cm)

5’ 6”

SMALL

351⁄2” (90cm)

271⁄2” (70cm)

38” (97cm)

5’ 7”

MEDIUM

38” (97cm)

301⁄2” (77cm)

41” (104cm)

5’ 7”

LARGE

40” (101cm)

321⁄2” (82cm)

43” (109cm)

5’ 7”

EXTRA LARGE

42” (106cm)

341⁄2” (87cm)

45” (114cm)

PETITE

24” (61cm)

34” (86cm)

EXTRA SMALL

26” (66cm)

36” (91cm)

SMALL

28” (71cm)

38” (97cm)

MEDIUM

30” (76cm)

40” (101cm)

LARGE

32” (81cm)

42” (107cm)


